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INTRODUCTION
zodiac fantasy rpg is A simple role-playing game set 

in a mythical fantasy world dominated by the TWELVE 
signs of the zodiac. players create characters that 
explore and adventure in this magical world wherein 
the aspects of the zodiac rule as gods.

zodiac fantasy rpg requires only a twelve-sided die 
(herein referred to as a d12), something to write with, 
and something to write on in order to play.

CHARACTER GENERATION
first, roll a d12 for which sign your character is:

1 = Aries
2 = taurus
3 = gemini
4 = cancer
5 = leo
6 = virgo
7 = libra
8 = scorpio
9 = sagittarius
10= capricorn
11 = aquarius
12 = pisces

second, roll a d12 for which caste your character 
is:
1 = avatar
2 = myrmidon
3 = trickster
4 = vizier
5 = avatar
6 = myrmidon
7 = trickster
8 = vizier
9 = avatar
10= myrmidon
11 = trickster
12 = vizier



third, a character has 6 attributes: reflex, assault, 
protect, endure, destiny, fate. roll a d12 for each one, 
dividing the result in half (round up) to get the 
attribute's value.

CHARACTER TRAITS
the sign of a character determines what god aspect 

the character serves and was born under. It is combined 
with caste to determine a character's special ability.

the caste of a character determines how they are 
trained to tap into the power of their zodiac sign:

Avatars are priests who can directly call upon the  
divine power of their god.

myrmidons are warriors trained in martial arts 
unique to their birthright.

tricksters are thieves with the ability to shape-shift 
into a physical aspect of their sign.

viziers are wizards able to manipulate the magical 
forces of the zodiac.

the attributes of a character determines how they 
interact within the game mechanics of the rpg:

reflex is used to determine how quickly a character 
moves, including initiative in combat as well as how far 
the character can move in a turn.

assault is used to determine if a character hits 
their target, whether it be in combat or otherwise.

protect is used to determine if a character avoids a 
hit in combat, or other such danger.

endure is used to determine if a character survives 
deadly damage and other physical ailments.

destiny is used to determine if a character can use 
their special ability, as well as their overall aptitude.

fate is used to determine the character's random 
luck in any given situation.

GAME BASICS

whenever a character engages in any action within 
the rpg, it is first determined which of their attributes 
is most appropriate for effecting the outcome of the 



action. then, roll a d12 and add the attribute to the 
result. if the attribute plus the roll is equal to or 
greater than 12, the character succeeds. if the 
attribute plus the roll is less than 12, the character 
fails. a roll of 12 is an automatic success; a roll of 1 is 
automatic failure. rules will sometimes denote if there 
is a special outcome from rolling a 1 or a 12 in regards 
to particular actions.

combat
At the start of a combat, if a distance between 

opponents has not yet been determined, roll a d12. the 
opposite sides will be that many spaces apart.

once distance is determined, each combatant rolls a 
d12, adding their reflex to the result to get their 
initiative for the combat round. combatants then act in 
order of highest to lowest initiative. ties are determined 
by all those tied rolling a d12, then going in order from 
highest to lowest roll thereof. a roll of 12 for initiative 
means the character goes first that round, and also 
gets another action after every other combatant has 
taken their actions that round. a roll of 1 for 
initiative means the character must roll a d12 and add 
their fate. if less than 12, the character cannot act 
that round. if equal or greater than 12, the character 
acts last that round.

when it is a combatants turn to act, they may move 
up to a number of spaces equal to their reflex. they may 
also choose to attack an opponent or use their special 
ability (but not both) at any point during movement:

to use a special ability, a combatant rolls a d12 and 
adds their destiny. if the result is equal to or greater 
than 12, the ability takes effect. otherwise, it fails. if a 
12 is rolled, it takes effect and the character may 
attack an opponent in addition to using the ability this 
turn. if a 1 is rolled, the character must roll a d12 and 
add their fate. if the result is less than twelve, the 
character may not attempt to use the ability again for 
d12 turns.

to make an attack, a combatant chooses one 
opponent in range (range is one space unless otherwise 
stated), then rolls a d12, adding their assault. if the 



result is less than 12, the attack misses. if the result is 
equal to or greater than 12, the attack hits. A roll of 12 
means the target cannot avoid the hit (skip protect roll 
and make endure roll against damage instead). A roll 
of 1 means the character must roll a d12 and add their 
fate. if the result is less than 12, the character may not 
attack for d12 turns.

when a combatant is hit from an attack, they roll a 
d12 and add their protect. if the result is equal to or 
greater than 12, the character avoids the hit. if the 
result is less than 12, the character receives damage. a 
roll of 12 means the character avoids the hit and may 
make a free counterattack at the combatant who 
attacked them. A roll of 1 means the character must 
roll a d12 and add their fate. if the result is less than 12, 
the character receives damage in a weak spot (skip 
endure roll and make fate roll against wound instead).

when a combatant receives damage, they roll a d12 
and add their endure. if the result is 12 or greater, the 
character ignores the damage. if the result is less than 
12, the character is wounded.

when a combatant is wounded, they roll a d12 and 
add their fate. if the result is greater than or equal to 
12, the character is incapacitated and unconscious. if 
the result is less than 12, the character dies.

 once all participating combatants have taken their 
turns in the combat round, that round ends and a new 
one begins. This cycle continues until combat ends.

NON-COMBAT
All other situations other than combat are 

determined as per the game basics, with most rolls 
involving destiny (the character's skill) or fate (the 
character's luck). should a character's capability or 
fortune fail them, they can usually fall back on their 
physical attributes. often, tasks will involve a variety 
of attributes being tested. any roll of 12 or 1 may or may 
not denote a special outcome, depending entirely on the 
respective situation. players may also creatively apply 
their character's special abilities to any non-combat 
scenario. 



SPECIAL ABILITIES
special abilities available to characters are 

determined entirely by sign and caste. each special 
ability works by rolling a d12 and adding the 
character's destiny. if the result is equal to or greater 
than 12, the special ability takes effect. otherwise, it 
doesn't. each special ability describes what happens when 
it takes effect.

ARIES ABILITIES
aries avatar 'fleece' a golden fleece manifests and wraps 
around a character. choose 1 character within d12 
spaces. for d12 turns, all characters must close distance 
with and attack that character. avatar may use on 
self.

aries myrmidon 'charge' with horned helmet, myrmidon 
charges into combat. choose 1 character within d12 
spaces and move the myrmidon within 1 space of them. 
the character must roll a d12 and add their reflex. if 
the result is less than 12, the character is hit as per 
combat.

aries trickster 'ram' trickster changes into a ram. for 
d12 turns, the character is +2 assault, +2 endure, and +2 
reflex. characters hit by ram are moved back 1 space. 
should this move them into a solid object or character, 
both are hit as per combat.

aries vizier 'butt' mystical ram horns appear and butt 
into a character. choose 1 character within d12 spaces. 
the character is hit as per combat and is moved back d12 
spaces. should this move them into a solid object or 
another character, both are hit as per combat. if the 
hit causes a wound, the character does not roll with 
their fate. they are incapacitated as per combat.



TAURUS ABILITIES
taurus avatar 'vigor' a character is filled with great 
vigor. choose 1 character within d12 spaces. for d12 
turns, the character may reroll any die roll of theirs 
involving endure. they must accept the result of the 
reroll. avatar may use on self.

taurus myrmidon 'horn' myrmidon blows bull horn to 
rally combatants. for d12 turns, myrmidon and any 
characters chosen within d12 spaces are +1 to all rolls. 
this turn and next turn, the myrmidon is +2 to all rolls. 

taurus trickster 'bull' trickster changes into a bull. for 
d12 turns, the character is +3 assault and +3 endure. 
characters hit by bull are knocked down and must 
spend half of their maximum movement next time they 
act in order to stand back up so as to move or attack.

taurus vizier 'gore' mystical horns appear and gore a 
character. choose 1 character within d12 spaces. the 
character is hit and will be -2 protect when rolling to 
avoid damage from the hit.
 



 GEMINI ABILITIES
gemini avatar 'double' an exact twin of a character is 
summoned. choose 1 character within d12 spaces. a new 
character with the same traits is placed within one 
space of the avatar and will fight in combat on the 
same side as the character for d12 turns before 
disappearing. avatar may use on self.

gemini myrmidon 'dual' myrmidon wields two swords at 
once. choose 1 character within 1 space to attack twice, 
or 2 characters within one space to attack once each.

gemini trickster 'twins' gemini transforms into twins. 
for d12 turns, the character is +1 to all attributes. one 
attribute of the character's choice will be +2 instead of 
+1.

gemini vizier 'nemesis' an evil twin of a character is 
summoned. choose 1 character within d12 spaces. a new 
character with the same traits is placed within one 
space of the vizier and will fight in combat against the 
character for d12 turns before disappearing.
 



 CANCER ABILITIES
cancer avatar 'claw' a giant claw manifests itself and 
grabs a character. choose 1 character within d12 
spaces. that character is hit as per combat. they will be 
-1 protect and -1 endure when rolling to avoid damage 
or being wounded by this hit.

cancer myrmidon 'armor' myrmidon plated in crab 
armor. for d12 turns, the character may reroll any 
die roll of theirs involving protect. they must accept the 
result of the reroll.

cancer trickster 'crab' trickster changes into a giant 
crab. for d12 turns, the character is +4 protect and +2 
endure. characters hit by crab must roll a d12 and add 
their reflex. if it is less than 12, the character forfeits 
their next action.

cancer vizier 'grasp' hands of the vizier immobilize by 
touch. choose 1 character within 1 space. for d12 turns, 
that character cannot move, attack, or use a special 
ability not already in effect.



 LEO ABILITIES
leo avatar 'mane' a glorious mane develops around a 
character. choose 1 character within d12 spaces. for d12 
turns, the character cannot be attacked. avatar may 
use on self.

leo myrmidon 'fang' myrmidon wields a large fang as a 
weapon. choose 1 character within 1 space. the 
character is hit as per combat. when they roll with 
their protect to avoid being hit, the myrmidon may 
make them reroll the d12. they must accept the result of 
the reroll.

leo trickster 'lion' trickster changes into a lion. for d12 
turns, the character is +4 assault and +2 reflex. 
characters hit by lion must roll a d12 and add their 
endure. if the result is less than 12, the character will 
be at -1 to all rolls for d12 turns.

leo vizier 'roar' a fierce roar frightens foes. any 
characters chosen within d12 spaces will be at -1 to all 
rolls for d12 turns. for this turn and the next, those 
characters will be at -2 to all rolls.
 



 VIRGO ABILITIES
virgo avatar 'cleanse' a cleansing light bathes a 
character with healing power. choose 1 character 
within d12 spaces. if the character is incapacitated, they 
roll a d12 and add their endure. if the result is equal to 
or greater than 12, they become unwounded and active 
again. if the character is dead, they roll a d12 and add 
their fate. if the result is equal to or greater than 12, 
they come back to life and are now incapacitated. 

virgo myrmidon 'purity' myrmidon pure in soul and 
focus in battle. for d12 turns, the character may choose 
to reroll any die roll of theirs. if so, they roll a d12 and 
add their destiny (this roll may not be rerolled). if the 
result is equal to or greater than 12, the reroll is made. 
the character must accept the result of the reroll.

virgo trickster 'virgin' trickster transforms into 
virgin. for d12 turns, the character will be +1 protect, 
+1 endure, +2 destiny, and +2 fate. they may also reroll 
one die roll of theirs once per combat round. they must 
accept the result of the reroll.

virgo vizier 'charm' a vision of beauty charms a 
character. choose 1 character within d12 spaces. the 
character rolls a d12 and adds their destiny. if the 
result is less than 12, the vizier controls all the 
character's actions and movement for d12 turns.



LIBRA ABILITIES
libra avatar 'balance' the laws of balance enhance a 
character's fate. choose one character within d12 
spaces. for d12 turns, the character may reroll any die 
roll of theirs involving fate. they must accept the 
result of the reroll. avatar may use on self.

libra myrmidon 'equilibrium' myrmidon has perfect 
balance. for d12 turns, the character may choose to 
reroll any die roll of theirs involving reflex. they must 
accept the result of the reroll.

libra trickster 'scales' trickster transforms into scales 
of balance. for d12 turns, the character will be + 3 
destiny and +3 fate. they may reroll one die roll of any 
other character once per combat round. they must 
accept the result of the reroll.

libra vizier 'justice' choose 1 character within d12 spaces. 
for d12 turns, the vizier may make that character 
reroll one die roll once per combat round. they must 
accept the result of the reroll.



 SCORPIO ABILITIES
scorpio avatar 'swarm' a swarm of scorpions attack a 
character. choose 1 character within d12 spaces. the 
character is attacked by d12 scorpions. each scorpion 
attacks once before disappearing. scorpions have an 
assault value of 1.

scorpio myrmidon 'stinger' myrmidon wields a deadly 
stinger. choose 1 character within 1 space. that 
character is hit as per combat. if they roll with their 
endure to ignore damage from the hit, the myrmidon 
may make them reroll. they must accept the result of 
the reroll.

scorpio trickster 'scorpion' trickster changes into a 
giant scorpion. for d12 turns, the character will be +3 
protect and +3 endure. characters hit by scorpion will 
be -2 fate if rolling for a wound inflicted by the hit.

scorpio vizier 'venom' the touch of the vizier becomes 
venomous. choose 1 character within 1 space. the 
character must roll a d12 and add their endure. if the 
result is less than 12, they are wounded as per combat 
and will be -1 fate when rolling for the wound.



 SAGITTARIUS ABILITIES
sagittarius avatar 'true strike' a character gains the 
ability of great sight. choose 1 character within d12 
spaces. for d12 turns, the character may reroll any die 
roll involving their assault. they must accept the result 
of the reroll. avatar may use on self.

sagittarius myrmidon 'archery' myrmidon is skilled with 
bow. for d12 turns, the character has a range of d12 
for any attack they make. the roll is made per attack, 
before the character chooses a character to attack.

sagittarius trickster 'centaur' trickster transforms 
into a centaur. for d12, the character will be +3 reflex 
and +3 assault. roll a d12. the result is the attack range 
of the trickster per attack while in effect.

sagittarius vizier 'volley' a volley of arrows attacks 
characters. choose d12 characters within d12 spaces. 
each is attacked by an arrow with an assault value of 
2. the arrows disappear after attacking.
 



 CAPRICORN ABILITIES
capricorn avatar 'herd' a herd of goats is summoned. 
choose 1 character within d12 spaces. the character is 
attacked by a number of goats equal to d12 divided in 
half (round up). each goat attacks once before 
disappearing. goats have an assault value of 2.

capricorn myrmidon 'nimble' myrmidon is swift in 
movement. for d12 turns, the character may move d12 
extra spaces when moving. the roll is made per move.

capricorn trickster 'goat' trickster changes into a goat. 
for d12 turns, the character will be +4 reflex and +2 
assault. roll a d12. the result is the amount of extra 
spaces the trickster may move each turn while in effect.

capricorn vizier 'leap' a character takes a giant leap. 
choose 1 character within d12 spaces. the character is 
moved d12 spaces of the vizier's choosing. they must roll 
a d12 and add their reflex. if the result is less than 12, 
they are attacked by an assault value equal to the 
amount of spaces moved. vizier may use on self, in which 
case they ignore rolling with their reflex.



 AQUARIUS ABILITIES
aquarius avatar 'overflow' an abundance of water 
sweeps the area. all characters within d12 spaces of the 
vizier must roll a d12 and add their reflex. if the result 
is less than 12, they are moved d12 spaces away from the 
vizier.

aquarius myrmidon 'urn' myrmidon wields a heavy urn 
of water. choose any characters within 1 space. each 
character is hit as per combat. they will be -1 protect 
and -1 endure when rolling to avoid the hit or ignore 
it's damage.

aquarius trickster 'bearer' trickster transforms into 
water bearer. for d12 turns, the character is +2 protect 
and +4 endure. they may reroll one die roll of theirs 
involving protect or endure once per combat round. 
they must accept the result of the reroll.

aquarius vizier 'aqueduct' a stream of water envelops 
character. choose 1 character within d12 spaces. the 
character rolls a d12 and adds their endure. if the 
result is less than 12, they are moved back d12 spaces and 
are attacked with an assault value equal to the 
number of spaces they were moved.



PISCES ABILITIES
pisces avatar 'school' a school of fish is summoned. choose 
one character within d12 spaces. they are attacked by 
d12 fishes. all fish attack at once with an attack value 
equal to their number. the fish disappear after 
attacking.

pisces myrmidon 'net' myrmidon casts a fishing net in 
battle. choose 1 character within a number of spaces 
equal to d12 divided in half (round up). the character 
and all characters within 1 space of them must each 
roll a d12 and add their assault. if the result is  less 
than 12, the character will not be able to attack, move, 
use a special ability for d12 turns. each turn the 
character may attempt to end this effect by rolling a 
d12 and adding their assault. if the result is equal to or 
greater than 12, the effect ends on them.

pisces trickster 'fish' trickster changes into a giant fish. 
for d12 turns, the character is +3 reflex and +3 protect. 
roll a d12. that value is added to the character's 
initiative each turn while in effect.

pisces vizier ''fins' a character gains protective fins. 
choose 1 character within d12 spaces. for d12 turns, 
character is +1 reflex, +1 protect, +1 endure, and may 
move 1 extra space each move. they may reroll any die 
roll of theirs involving reflex or protect once per 
combat round. they must accept the result of the reroll. 
vizier may use on self.



roleplaying

zodiac fantasy rpg follows the standard 
roleplaying practice of a gamemaster running 
adventures for a group of players. the gamemaster sets 
forth both combat and non-combat scenarios as a series 
of challenges for the players and their characters to 
encounter. all the scenarios then add up to entail an 
adventure. characters advance from successfully 
completing adventures until they reach the point where 
their aspect god calls on them to serve it personally.

advancement
each time a character successfully ends an 

adventure, they receive a reward of advancement 
points. roll d12 at the end of the adventure. that is how 
many advancement points a character is rewarded and 
has added to their advancement point total. a 
character may cash in 12 advancement points to get an 
advance. an advance means +1 to any attribute. if a 
character has used 12 advances or any of their 
attributes reaches 12 due to the advance, the character 
is called upon by their aspect god and is no longer 
available to the player as a character.

THE WORLD OF ZODIAC FANTASY
zodiac fantasy rpg takes place in a mythical world 

akin to ancient greece. all conflict and activity is 
dominated by the whims and aspirations of the aspect 
gods, who constantly battle among themselves for 
domination. characters and creatures from greek 
mythology inhabit the zodiac fantasy world, only the 
gods of olympus do not exist, and are instead replaced by 
the aspect gods of the zodiac. besides that, the world is 
identical to that depicted in ancient greek mythology.

characters and creatures encountered will be 
assigned various traits and attributes, as well as new 
special abilities. items exist in the world that increase 



attributes and special abilities, endow new special 
abilities, and function as special weapons in combat. all 
sorts of traps and magic exist throughout the world, as 
well as much adventure and danger.

CREATURES
aspect gods are rarely encountered, but if one is 

happened upon, it has 12 for all it's attributes. an aspect 
god has the special ability of automatically winning 
any combat if they roll a 12 at any point during the 
combat.

personal servants of an aspect god have at least 
one attribute that is equal to 12. the rest of their 
attributes vary, but are rarely low. they have the 
special ability to call on their aspect god once per 
combat. to do so, they roll a d12. on a 12, the aspect god 
uses divine intervention to empower the servant to win 
or escape the combat.

monsters tend to have attributes in the mid to high 
range, as well as at least one special ability.

animals tend to have attributes in the low to mid 
range, and rarely have special abilities.

non-player characters follow the same guidelines 
as player characters, but are run by the gamemaster.

items
items include anything and everything that can be 

used by a character. All characters are considered to 
have the basic items for them to engage in combat, to use 
their special abilities, and to adventure in general. any 
other item is special and endows a special bonus, 
whether it be a bonus to attributes or a bonus special 
ability. a weapon may only add bonuses in combat, while 
other items may only function outside of combat. some 
items may require a roll to be made in order to use, or 
some may be automatic. others may last a certain 
duration or be permanent. every item should effect 
gameplay in a way unique to it as defined by the rules.



adventures
adventures may include the following:
- sent on a quest by aspect god
- combat with monster or enemy characters
- escaping or spotting a trap
- encountering the effects of a powerful magic
- discovery of treasure and magic items.
- meeting of friendly non-player characters
- exploring a dangerous or lost area
- solving a mystery or riddle
- anything the gamemaster can think of
- whatever challenges the player characters

battle game
zodiac fantasy can be played purely as a battle 

game instead of an rpg. characters can be randomly 
generated to do battle with each other one on one or in 
groups. it can be played this way alone or with others.

 the rpg may also be played solo with the player acting 
as gamemaster putting forth their own adventures to 
challenge and advance their characters with.
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